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Features:
400 Watts

Surround Sound

Dolby Atmos Audio

Wireless Subwoofer

Stereo Sound

4 Channels (1 x Left Channel Speaker; 1 x Right Channel Speaker; 2 x Up-�ring drivers; 2 x Airports)

2.25” Speakers

2” Airport

HDMI ARC, HDMI-In (x 2), 5.0 Bluetooth, AUX-In, Optical and USB mode connectivity

Remote Control Included

Dynamic EQ with Music, Movies, News & 3D Mode

LED Display: 4.8cm x 2cm x 0.8cm

Soundbar Dimensions: 10.8cm x 96cm x 8.1cm

Subwoofer Dimensions: 19cm x 30.6cm x 37cm

Approx. 7.93kg
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Free UK Shipping
Plus 3 Year Extended Warranty & Lifetime Tech Support

Get 15% off here

(https://www.majority.co.uk) 
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Majority Sierra Plus (https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/sierra-plus/)

Why does your home theatre need Dolby Atmos Audio?
Dolby Atmos offers state-of-the-art sound technology to deliver unparalleled audio. Putting the listener inside the audio experience, listeners will be able to

clarify different moments simply by sound. This makes a Dolby Atmos ideal for any audiophile- enjoy �lms the way the screenwriter and director intended or

experience the gaming world the way the designers and programmers envisioned it. Additionally, Dolby Atmos is a major asset for visually impaired people to

be able to enjoy their favourite media. Taking the place of sight to follow the story, experience news reports as if you’re standing by Niagara Falls or immerse

yourself in your favourite hits the way the musician intended their songs to be experienced.

Dolby Presents: The World Of Sound | Demo | DolbDolby Presents: The World Of Sound | Demo | Dolb……
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Storytelling with Sound
By placing sound in different places in the room, thanks to the detailed directional effects, sound plays a pivotal role in storytelling with the Sierra Plus

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/sierra-plus/). Almost taking the place of vision, the Sierra Plus Dolby Atmos Soundbar and Wireless Subwoofer

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/sierra-plus/) is a fantastic option for people with vision loss. Allowing a sound to take the lead in how an audience both

understands and connects with a storyline means restricted vision or people who are completely blind won’t have their entertainment experience hindered.

(https://www.majority.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/299830-Dolby20Atmos20Gaming-

3ad908-original-1546442801-scaled.jpg)

Image: Dolby

Multi-Connection
Whether you cut off communication with the outside world when David Attenborough is on or music as much a part of you as your pancreas or your nose, the

Sierra Plus revolutionises how you experience home entertainment. Designed to transform music, movies, gaming, documentaries, the Sierra Plus boasts

multiple connectivities. To take advantage of the Sierra Plus’s Dolby Atmos surround sound connect via HDMI. To stream your favourite playlists across Spotify,

Apple Music, Tidal Music and many more streaming services, the 5.0 Bluetooth Connection pairs and plays with any Bluetooth-enabled device and delivers a

high-quality connection. Additionally, the Sierra Plus connects via AUX-in, Optical and USB.

400-Wattage with a Dynamic EQ
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MAJORITY Sierra Plus 2.1.2 400-Watt 5.0 Bluetooth TV Soundbar and Subwoofer with Dolby Atmos Audio

(https://www.majority.co.uk/soundbars/sierra-plus/)

Let’s bring Rio de Janeiro to the living room! With a whooping 400-wattage, the Sierra Plus delivers vibrating sound to ful�l your home entertainment needs in all

its audio glory. The Sierra Plus is designed to offer a personalised listening experience. With a Dynamic EQ, customise your entertainment across Music,

Movies, News, and 3D Mode. Feel the vibrations of every musical note. Experience live news reports as if you’re a news correspondent. Step into every movie

from Who Framed Roger Rabbit to The Silence of the Lambs. Whether you want to connect your Nintendo Switch to �ll the room with classic games or immerse

yourself in the Golden Era of Cricket, use the personalised sound settings for the ultimate home cinema experience.

Film & TV

(https://www.majority.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Sierra-exploded.1466-1-1024x576.jpg)
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From Net�ix to Hulu to Amazon Prime to DisneyPlus, the rise of streaming sites has catapulted how we experience �lm and television. With more and more

people opting for purse-friendly streaming subscriptions over cable and sky connection charges, streaming is skipping the cinema and releasing content

directly onto streaming sites. Net�ix’s Roma won the 2018 Academy Award for Best Foreign Film and The Irishman (2019) starring Robert De Niro, Al Pacino

and Joe Pesci gained critical acclaim. Similarly, DisneyPlus’ Soul (2020) won the 2021 Academy Award for Best Animated Feature and Original Score and Black

is King (2020) won the Grammy Award for Best Music Video plus the highly anticipated �lmed stage production of Hamilton was released directly onto the

streaming site.

The increasing success of streaming services and their original content means home entertainment is in high demand. With the Sierra Plus’s Dolby Atmos

surround sound plus its wireless subwoofer, upgrade how you experience both Hollywood classics such as An Affair to Remember and Gone with the Wind and

modern cinematic masterpieces including A Nightmare Before Christmas and Die Hard.  With four channels you can �ll the room and scene by scene immerse

yourself in every vibrating moment. 

Feel the Music
For those of us that feel the music rather than merely hear it, the Sierra Plus allows you to experience music the way songwriters and musicians do when they

�rst write and record their art. With Dolby Atmos, you are placed inside the song in a new spatial way, revealing every detail of the music with unparalleled clarity

and depth.

Gravity: Director Alfonso Cuarón - On Dolby AtmosGravity: Director Alfonso Cuarón - On Dolby Atmos……

Dolby MusicDolby Music
Majority AudioMajority Audio
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Maximise your home entertainment with the Majority Sierra Plus. Let us join the party with you on social media! Don’t forget to tag us on all major channels.

@majorityaudio #majorityaudio #majoritysierraplus

Explore more from Majority

Is Dolby Atmos worth it? (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/is-dolby-atmos-worth-it/)
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Dolby Audio True Wireless Surround Sound System with Soundbar Review – The Majority Everest
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Dolby Atmos Bluetooth Soundbar Review – The Majority Sierra (https://www.majority.co.uk/dolby/dolby-atmos-bluetooth-soundbar-
review-the-majority-sierra/)
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Exclusive access.
Get 15% off, access exclusive offers, news and discounts by subscribing to the

Majority newsletter  
– oh, and we’ll plant a tree in your honour!

Email

- Country - 

SUBSCRIBE
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Follow us on Socials
Stay up to date with all the latest in the world of Majority.
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